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Protection Level FunctionalitiesApplications

Features & Benefits
Brief Introduction 

Double wire fence is also known as double horizontal wire fences. Whatever the name is, they share 

the same essences of two horizontal wires. That increases the transverse strength of the fence 

subsequently.

At SKYHALL® Fence, they are produced from low carbon steel wire with a welding strength greater 

than 50% to increase mesh strength.

Panels are fastened to the posts by metal clamps and 304 stainless steel screws. And we use UV-resis-

tant PVC caps to make the fence a longer life.

Our metal fencing is quite popular in Germany and the Middle East and the Qatar design double wire 

fence is extremely marketable.

  SKYHALL  Fence
We Make Fence Ideal~

DOUBLE WIRE FENCE
Double Horizontal Wire Welded to a Single Vertical One 

Provides Firm Structure to Bear Higher Impact.



http//:www.skyhallfence.com

We make fence idea!

FITTINGS

PANEL HEIGHT PANEL WIDTH WIRE THICKNESS MESH SIZE POST SIZE POST THICKNESS TYPE

1430

1630

1830

2030

2230

DOUBLE WIRE FENCE

PANEL POST

SURFACE TREATMENT
PRE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED + POLYESTER POWDER COATED ( RAL COLOR )
HEAVY DUTY HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED

2000
2200
2500

6/5/6
8/6/8

200*50
60*60
60*80

1.50
2.00
2.50

METAL CLAMP

The special structure of double horizontal wire welded to a single vertical 

one makes the fence panel extraordinarily robust. 

Since the double wire fence panels are just as normal as others, they 

can match well with different types of posts and clamps to complete an 

easy installation.

The maximum wire thickness of horizontal wire may reach up to 8.0mm. 

Even the vertical wire can be 6.0mm thick. That makes the double wire 

mesh fence much stronger.

All colors are available here for the double wire fence, however, we 

recommend the Dark Green of RAL6005  and Telegrey2 of RAL7046 as 

the reference colors according to their popularity.

SKYHALL® Fence was established to provide a one-stop solution for metal fencing products,  such as security fences,  temporary fences,  decorative  

fences, and pedestrian fences to accomplish our customers’ fencing projects at the lowest costs and the highest reliability. If you want to know more 

about us, please visit our website www.skyhallfence.com    
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info@skyhallfence.com
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+86 132 3111 6517

Get to us via multiple ways

DOUBLE HORIZONTAL WIRE

THICK WIRE DIAMETERS

CUSTOMIZED specifications acceptable.

MATCHABLE TO VARIOUS ACCESSORIES

AVAILABLE COLORS
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